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5. ABC 952/32 - Special Test Proposed by E. 0. Lawrence (pp. 4
ae® ALSO intnuges oO xceutive Session a Meeting 1963

ane Meeting 1262.)

   
   

The Conmissioners considered the feasibility of canductir

aA high altitude nuclear test detonation in the Pacific for the

purpose of checking U.S. long-range detection capabilities.

Mr. Fields referred to his reraons for recommending thot such

a teat not be conducted during 1957, (See AEC 3952/3) and sug-

ested that before discussing thls matter formally witn the DOL

tle Comission reach a decision reyarding tre best. Me. Straus

observed that if this particular Gesu wore duLfarred until

Operation HARDTACK 2p 1959, and 1f sn agreement coneerning a

weapons tast limitation is imminent at that time, the U.5.

might have to cnoogse between cancelling the test or proceeding

with it concurrently with nepfotiations to halt testing.

Mr. Murray suggested that one or more high «altitude tests

be conducted during 1957 and that additional high altitude test

o@ carried out during Operation HAKDTACK. He indicated that,

nalthourh he did not consider a test limitation likely by 1958,

ne believed it would be advisable to assume that agreement may

pe venched anc therefore a high altitude t st shot should be

conducted curing 1y57. Mr. Libby said he believed that con-

ducting one such tert “uring 1957 would prove to be of logistic

assistance for simillar tesiu eal Operation HARDTACK,

Guncral Starbied gai thes ab the present time the naximu

height attainable for teucsug 7 nuclear weapon is about 100,000

Leet. He observed that tos abliitv to dotect a shot at this

altitude is no aguurance boat + device Ictonated at 160,00C or

180,000 feet could also be Acteeted. He pointed out thet a

laycr of air at 160,000 foet tends to deflect shock waves away

from a downward path cand therefore, it is much more difficult
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to detect weapons detonated at these greater heights. By 1958,

7.

he oaid, tt probably will be possible to detonate nuclear weap~

ons at heights of 200,000 to 250,000 feet, thus affording 4

more comprehensive test of U.S. long-range detection eapabilities

Mr. Vance remarked that since ea cingle high altitude shot

carrted out in 1957 would be inconclusive eoncermming the U.S.

ability to detect shots higher than 100,000 foot, the U.S. posl-

tion ln any negotiations for  weacons test limitation might be

weukened rather than serenetnened. Ability to detect shots at

100,000 feet, he gaid, mixrt convinec many seople that weapons

tests at even higher alititumes cold alos be Aetected accurately,

Mr. Plelds observed that confuectine wenpons tests both in Nevada

and in tho Pacifle @urine 1957 migut nave an unfavorable rerction

on wovld public opinion since it could be interpreted as en

indication that the U.S. is intensifying its weapons develop-

ment program,

 

Mr. Strauss then suggested that General Starbird obtain

from the DOP a definite statement concerning the present.

capabilitics fov high altitude nuclear weapons testing and a

state wok about the carliest date on which a weapon might be

testcd at altitudes which would provide a more comprehensive

evaluation of U.S, detection eapabilities. In response to a

question by Mr. Strauss, General Svarbird said he could obtain

this information within a week. After further giscussion, the

Commissioners agreed to defer decision whether to conduct 4

high alvituce weapons test during 1957 until after General Star-

bint obt-dned additional information frow the DOD,


